NUTRITIONAL THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE CORROSIVE INTOXICATION IN ADULTS
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Acute intoxications with corrosive substances can cause severe chemical injuries of the upper gastrointestinal tract, most often located in the mouth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach and duodenum. If a patient survives the acute phase of intoxication, regenerative response may result in esophageal and/or gastric stenosis, and increased risk of esophageal and gastric cancer. Such intoxication may be fatal due to perforation or tracheal necrosis. Enteral nutrition is a nutritional method when nutritional substances are administered through specially designed tubing placed through the nose or percutaneously, directly into the GIT. Aim: The aim of this study is to describe the methods of artificial nutrition in patients with acute corrosive intoxications and the importance of nutritional support in the treatment of these intoxications. Discussion: Nutrition in the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications is one of the most important therapeutic processes that largely contribute to faster recovery of the post-corrosive injuries of upper GIT, stabilization of biologic, immunologic and metabolic parameters, and reduction of length of stay in hospital. Aim of the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications is to prevent perforation and progressive fibrosis, and esophageal and gastric stenosis. There are different and often conflicting positions, on the conservative treatment of acute corrosive intoxications in adults. Such treatment mainly consists of anti-secretory treatment, antibiotics and intensive hyper-alimentation, aiming to prevent late post-corrosive intoxications. Conclusion: It is considered that nutritional support plays a major role in maintenance of metabolic processes and prevention of severe metabolic complications that could additionally aggravate the condition and impair the treatment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Acute intoxications with corrosive substances can cause severe chemical injuries of the upper gastrointestinal tract, most often located in the mouth, pharynx, esophagus, stomach and duodenum. If a patient survives the acute phase of intoxication, regenerative response may result in esophageal and/or gastric stenosis, and increased risk of esophageal and gastric cancer. Such intoxication may be fatal due to perforation or tracheal necrosis. Unlike pediatric population where corrosive intoxications are most often accidental, corrosive intoxications in adult patients are intentional or suicidal in more than 90% of the cases (1-3). Severity of the resulting chemical injuries depend on several factors: nature of the corrosive substance, quantity, concentration, duration of exposition, swallowing, food presence, gastroesophageal reflux, or various previous pathological conditions of the upper gastrointestinal tract (4). Post-corrosive injuries can be reversible and irreversible. Injured mucosa, submucosa and muscular layer are regenerating poorly due to the surrounding inflammation, necrosis and secondary complications. Resulting fibrosis and adhesions or circular stenosis greatly impair the upper gastrointestinal function such as impaired peristaltic and passage. Latter leads to further deterioration of patient’s general condition, inability for physiologic nutrition, weight loss, prostration and cachexia. Such development can result in fatal outcome due to inadequate nutrition, i.e. inability for normal feeding caused by complications (5). Severe GIT injuries prevent normal nutrition of patients. Patients are in poor general condition, characterized by hypercatabolic state and negative nitrogen balance. Therefore, early nutritional support is of great importance for the treatment and outcome of these patients. Effects of the nutrition substitution in patients with life-threatening disorders, including the reduction of infection risk, aspiration pneumonia or pulmonary embolism, as well as stimulation and facilitated healing of injuries, are main reasons for use of artificial nutritional support in patients with acute corrosive intoxications (6, 7).
2. AIM OF THE STUDY

Aim of this study is to describe the methods of artificial nutrition in patients with acute corrosive intoxications and the importance of nutritional support in the treatment of these intoxications. Therapeutic management of acute corrosive intoxications includes symptomatic treatment and nutritional support. These patients require intensive hyperalimentation in the first 20 days during the healing of post-corrosive stenosis, that can continue for the next 2-4 months if post-corrosive stenosis develops. Such nutritional requirement persists and might impair patient’s well-being, causing difficulties for treating physician until conditions are met for surgical intervention of the stenosis that impairs physiologic nutrition (8, 9). Nutritional support in corrosive intoxications until recently was based on total parenteral nutrition.

Due to the resulting complications, expensive nutritional solutions and invasive investigational procedures, enteral nutrition through nasoenteral tubes and enterostoma is the preferred nutritional method in the last 10 years.

Parenteral nutrition is administered in 2 ways: a) peripheral vein and b) Central vein. During the administration in peripheral vein, most commonly used are the cubital veins, and the administration should last no longer than 7-10 days (Figure 2). During the application in the central vein, most commonly used are subclavian veins and the administration could last longer than 30 days (10).

Parenteral application of nutritional solutions is followed by complications that may impair the nutrition of patients and may cause difficulties for the treating physician in the planning and implementation of the nutritional support. Most frequent complications are: complications related to the central or peripheral venous catheter, infections, metabolic complications, disturbance of acid-base balance.

As a result of the numerous complications and the associated considerable financial costs, parenteral access of nutritional substances is substituted by the enteral administration due to its simplicity, safety and lower associated costs (11). Enteral nutrition is a nutritional method when nutritional substances are administered through specially designed tubing placed through the nose or percutaneously, directly into the GIT. Contemporary definition of enteral nutrition includes all forms of nutritional support requiring use of nutrition for specific medical aims, as defined in the European legal regulation from 25 March 1999. According to the latest consensually accepted findings, enteral nutrition is a sophisticated nutritional support regimen, practiced and implemented by professional in trained nutritional teams (12).

Indications for enteral nutrition are related to all conditions when the ingestion of adequate nutrients with functional GIT, is not possible (Figure 3).
provides life-sustaining treatment for such patients, who are at risk of malnutrition (14). Nutrition in the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications is one of the most important therapeutic processes that largely contribute to faster recovery of the post-corrosive injuries of upper GIT, stabilization of biologic, immunologic and metabolic parameters, and reduction of length of stay in hospital (15). The type of artificial nutritional support depends on the endoscopic stage of esophageal or gastric injury (16). Classification of post-corrosive injuries in our patients is based on the 5-stage of Kikendal classification (Table 1) (17).

In patients with Stage I according to Kikendal classification, total parenteral nutrition (TPN) is used until urgent esophagogastroduodenoscopy is performed. By taking precise medical history and hetero-anamnesis, information is received if the patient used any other chemical substance or medicine. After consultation with psychiatrist, that is mandatory in our protocol, nutrition is liberalized and the patient is discharged.

In patients with Stage II A, total parenteral nutrition is used for the first 24-48 hours, followed by liquid diet until day 10. Same procedure is performed in these patients as in patients with Stage I, including consultation with psychiatrist. Nutrition can be liberalized thereafter (18).

In patients with Stage II and III, it is recommended not to take food through mouth, or ‘esophageal rest’ (NPO – Nill per os) (Figures 5, 6). During the ‘rest’, patient is fed enterally with nasogastric or naso-enteral tubing, gastrostoma or jejunostoma, and parenterally through peripheral or central vein (Figure 7, 8) (19). Extensive esophageal and gastric injuries lead to additional injuries due to the food particles penetrating in granulocytes of the esophageal and gastric wall, thus worsening the inflammation. Such processes in the esophageal and gastric wall continue for several days, and precede a bacterial invasion, inflammatory response and development of granulomatous tissue. All above result in special emphasis on the feeding, where the patient will not receive anything through mouth for 10-15 days and will enable the esophageal and gastric mucosa to regenerate faster without additional trauma (20,21).

### 3. DISCUSSION

Aim of the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications is to prevent perforation and progressive fibrosis, and esophageal and gastric stenosis. There are different, and often conflicting positions, on the conservative treatment of acute corrosive intoxications in adults. Such treatment mainly consists of anti-secretory treatment, antibiotics and intensive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Nature of Injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>mucosal edema and erythema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II A</td>
<td>hemorrhage, erosions, superficial ulcerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II B</td>
<td>circumferential lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>deep gray or brown-black ulcers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>perforation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Kikendal classification
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![Figure 5. Patient with naso-jejunal tubing and use of solution for enteral nutrition](image2.png)
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![Figure 7. X-ray of gastro-jejuno-stoma](image4.png)
hyper-alimentation, aiming to prevent late post-corrosive intoxications (22, 23). It is considered that nutritional support plays a major role in maintenance of metabolic processes and prevention of severe metabolic complications that could additionally aggravate the condition and impair the treatment.

Nutritional support has been one of the most controversial procedures in modern medicine for a very long time. Twenty years ago, Koretz commented on the nutritional support that there are no sufficient evidence-based medical information to conclude on the indications and the need of nutritional support. However, in the past period, position has changed completely, and currently, there is a strong evidence confirming that malnutrition is independent risk factor for higher morbidity, lower quality of life, longer hospital stay, delayed recovery, lower quality of life, higher hospital costs and higher mortality (24).

A consensus was reached in 2006 in all areas where clinical nutrition is practiced, respecting the individual specificities and characteristics of the medical areas where the enteral support is applied. Consensus was reached on all specific and disputed issues, stating that inappropriate nutrition in critically ill patients leads to higher morbidity, longer hospital stay, delayed recovery, lower quality of life, higher hospital costs and higher mortality (25).

In critically ill patients complications increase 4-fold, and mortality 6-fold if the albumin level is below 35 g/L (26).

Artificial nutritional support dates from 1850 year when a gastro-stoma for nutritional support was implanted for the first time in a child with severe esophageal injuries caused by caustic. Actually, discussing the nutrition in acute corrosive intoxications, debates are still ongoing on the most adequate type of artificial support before physiologic feeding per mouth is initiated. DiConstanzo followed the patients who suffered acute corrosive intoxications with serious post-corrosive esophageal and gastric complications. He suggested use of intensive hyper-alimentation in the first 7 days after intoxication and did not recommend feeding through mouth during the treatment, as it might lead to additional worsening of the patient’s condition (27).

Some authors consider that patients with Stage II B and III should have ‘esophageal rest’, i.e. are not allowed to have any food by mouth (NPO–nill per os). Patients are fed enterally through special naso-enteral tubing or entero-stoma, or parenterally through peripheral or central vein.

Esophageal rest can last up to day 10 after ingestion or, according to some authors, up to day 15, until the first endoscopic follow-up. Other authors recommend introduction of liquids 48 hours after ingestion if the patient can swallow its own saliva (28,29). Our position is that NPO should last 10-12 days after the ingestion, and the patient should be on liquid diet until day 21. Nutritional care is fundamental component of the clinical treatment and care. Optimized quality of life should be the primary aim in patients on any form of nutritional support and care. This could only be achieved by the use of most suitable practice and adaptation of integrated and multi-profession approach towards nutritional support. It will be more successful if the hospital care is part of the development healthcare strategy (30).

The still open issue of most optimal nutritional support in acute corrosive intoxications led to different positions on the advantages and disadvantages of parenteral or enteral nutrition.

Some authors consider that optimal approach and treatment of critically ill patients is fast and early enteral nutrition over parenteral nutrition with no nutritional support. Enteral nutrition results in reduction of initial morbidity and reduces the length of stay in hospital. Controversy exists whether a pre-pyloric or post-pyloric nutritional support should be deployed. Inserting of nasogastric tubes is easier than inserting of naso-jejunal tubings. Unlike the nasogastric tubings that demonstrate physiologic benefits, post-pyloric nutrition is associated with less frequent discontinuation, more rapid achievement of caloric benefit, and reduction of risk for gastro-esophageal reflux and obstipation. Difference between the two types of nutritional support is minimal and the choice is based on the experience and adoption of the risk and tolerance protocols (31).

There are positions that TPN should be initiated immediately after the endoscopic verification of intoxication and should last until day 15, i.e. until the first endoscopic follow-up, when the enteral nutritional support through naso-enteral tubing should be started lasting until day 31, before the oral feeding or other form of enteral nutrition (gastro-stoma or jejuno-stoma) is in place. According to other authors, in patients with Stage IIB and III of post-corrosive injury of upper GIT, a naso-enteral tubing for nutritional support should be placed in the first 24 hours, and first small quantities of liquids should be inserted in the first 48 hours. American Association of Critically Ill Patients adopted an algorithm for the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications, recommending nutrition through naso-enteral tubing, gastro-stoma and/or jejuno-stoma, additional to the other treatment (32-34). Numerous studies from various authors in the treatment of acute corrosive intoxications recommend enteral nutrition through tubings or entero-stomae.

Rationale for such approach is based on the reduction of complications, improvement of patient well-being, easier adjustment of the patient in home conditions (home enteral nutrition) and reduction of hospital costs. General recommendation include installment of gastro-stomae or jejuno-stomae that will enable continuous and quality nutrition for a longer period, maintenance of metabolic-electrolyte balance and stable nutritional status (35-38).

Despite the fact that nutritional treatment in acute corrosive intoxications has a major role in the treatment, there is a relatively small number of relevant investigations focused on this issue. European Society of Enteral and Parenteral Nutrition (ESPEN) publishes consensus on the use of enteral nutrition, including the indications for the use of enteral nutrition. These conclusions can also be used in the treatment of patients with corrosive intoxications.

In the recent years, several investigations were performed in large groups of patients on the use of enteral nutrition through naso-enteral tubings or entero-stomae, more frequently jejuno-stomae, despite parenteral nutrition, in acute corrosive intoxications. Favorable results are reported in the maintenance of body weight in the patients, electrolyte, metabolic and nitrogen balance. Maintenance of these parameters in physiologic limits has a major importance in the treatment of critically ill patients and their stabilization.
Improved results are reported related to patient comorbidities, late post-corrosive complications and possibility of home treatment (39, 40).

4. CONCLUSION

Intoxications with corrosive substances are one of the most severe conditions seen in clinical toxicology. They usually occur among young people, during their most productive years of life, and they often end up with a certain degree of invalidity. Acute corrosive intoxications are burden for every healthcare system. Artificial nutritive support allows control of the nutritive status in our patients and it also reduces the duration of stay in the intensive care unit.
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